I. INTRODUCTION

Homopolymer transitions have been the subject of renewed theoretical and experimental interest in recent years. These studies have focused primarily on the liquid-solid transition. In a previous paper, we reported that in addition to the collapse transition, liquid-solid disorder-order transition was found to be first-order. Although such complex homopolymer phase behavior had been suggested by theories and experiments, it so far had been observed only in relatively-esoteric homonuclear lattice-chain models (the self-attracting self-avoiding loop, the two-dimensional self-attracting self-avoiding chain, and the three-dimensional lattice with attractive two-body interactions and repulsive three-body interactions).

This paper provides the details of our previous brief publication describing the results of the study of an isolated 64mer modeled as a freely-jointed square-well (SW) chain with flexible bond length that was simulated using the discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) technique in the canonical ensemble. It also presents results for the effect of second-order-like melting transition had been suggested by theories and experiments, it so far had been observed only in relatively-esoteric homonuclear lattice-chain models (the self-attracting self-avoiding loop, the two-dimensional self-attracting self-avoiding chain, and the three-dimensional lattice with attractive two-body interactions and repulsive three-body interactions).

This paper provides the details of our previous brief publication describing the results of the study of an isolated 64mer modeled as a freely-jointed square-well (SW) chain with flexible bond length that was simulated using the discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) technique in the canonical ensemble. It also presents results for the effect of second-order-like melting transition had been suggested by theories and experiments, it so far had been observed only in relatively-esoteric homonuclear lattice-chain models (the self-attracting self-avoiding loop, the two-dimensional self-attracting self-avoiding chain, and the three-dimensional lattice with attractive two-body interactions and repulsive three-body interactions).
of a SW cluster is shown to be similar to that for LJ clusters and for lattice trees and lattice animals.

The paper is organized as follows. The models and simulation methods are described in Secs. II and III, respectively. The results are presented in Sec. IV and discussed in Sec. V. In the Appendix, the specific form of the weighted histogram method used for obtaining thermodynamic properties is described.

II. MODELS

A. The chain model

The homopolymer is modeled as a freely-jointed square-well chain. The interaction between two nonbonded beads \( i \) and \( j \) is given by a square-well potential

\[
u_{ij}(r) = \begin{cases} \infty, & r < \sigma, \\ -\epsilon, & \sigma < r < \lambda \sigma, \\ 0, & r > \lambda \sigma, \end{cases}
\]

and the interaction between two bonded beads \( i \) and \( i+1 \) is given by an infinitely-deep square-well potential,

\[
u_{\text{bond}}^{i,i+1}(r) = \begin{cases} \infty, & r < (1-\delta)\sigma, \\ 0, & (1-\delta)\sigma < r < (1+\delta)\sigma, \\ \infty, & r > (1+\delta)\sigma. \end{cases}
\]

Here, \( \sigma \) is the bead hard-core diameter, \( \lambda \sigma \) is the square-well diameter, \( \epsilon \) is the square-well depth, and the bond length is allowed to vary freely from \((1-\delta)\sigma\) to \((1+\delta)\sigma\) where \( \delta \) is the bond-length-flexibility parameter. This flexible square-well bond, sometimes called a “Bellemans” bond, is introduced to decouple multibody collisions into binary collisions between monomer beads or between a monomer bead and a solvent particle in the DMD simulation. The flexible bond-length parameter is set to \( \delta = 0.1 \) throughout this paper, except for the MC simulations which use a fixed bond-length model (\( \delta = 0 \)) to save computing time. Thus, the comparison of the DMD results with the MC results for chains of the same length reveals how bond length flexibility affects the properties of the chain.

The simulations focus on the case in which the square-well diameter \( \lambda \sigma \) is equal to 1.5\( \sigma \) for various lengths except for 64mers. A 64mer is investigated for \( \lambda = 1.3 \) and 1.5. The choice of the \( \lambda \) values reflects the fact that the reduced square-well diameter \( \lambda \) for real molecules is around 1.4, based on fitting of experimental second-virial coefficient data.

The simple square-well chain model is chosen in this study for the following reasons. First, the model is a reasonably realistic off-lattice model. It takes into account three important polymer features: bead connectivity, excluded volume, and bead-bead attraction. This chain model has been used successfully to reproduce thermodynamic properties of alkanes ranging from methane to eicosane. Second, the model is computationally much less demanding than a model with a continuous interaction potential such as the LJ potential. (For a system of 25 square-well chain butane molecules, the DMD algorithm is about 40 times faster than the SHAKE algorithm).

B. The cluster model

A cluster is not stable in the vapor phase. In a LJ-cluster simulation, the atoms are usually constrained to be inside an impenetrable sphere, the center of which is located at the coordinates of the center of mass (i.e., the sphere moves with the center of the cluster). A typical radius for the sphere is \( 5\sigma_{\text{LJ}} \) for clusters of up to 55 particles. In this paper, we use a constraint potential that is somewhat different but is more convenient for the DMD simulation. A SW cluster can be viewed as a SW chain with a bond length that can vary freely from \( \sigma \) to \( \infty \). Thus, instead of using the Bellemans bond potential for chains [Eq. (2)], we employ

\[
u_{\text{bond}}^{i,i+1}(r) = \begin{cases} \infty, & r < \sigma, \\ 0, & \sigma < r < (1+\delta_c)\sigma, \\ \infty, & r > (1+\delta_c)\sigma. \end{cases}
\]

In other words, the thermodynamics of an unconstrained SW cluster is obtained in the limit \( \delta_c \rightarrow \infty \). Equation (3) was first used by Rapport as a bond potential for a chain with a small value of \( \delta_c \). As in LJ clusters, the constraint parameter \( \delta_c \) has to be large enough to allow free movement of the beads but small enough to prevent beads from moving so far away from each other that they cannot recombine within the lifetime of a simulation. We use \( \delta_c = 4 \) for a SW cluster of 64 atoms. This value allows free movement of beads if the cluster radius of gyration is less than 2.5\( \sigma \), or \( R_g^2/N\sigma^2 < 0.1 \), which is the case for a reduced temperature \( T^* = k_BT/\epsilon < 0.8 \). Although a larger \( \delta_c \) is appropriate for higher temperatures, the overall transition pattern is expected to be similar to that obtained at \( \delta_c = 4 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Character of polymer chain models.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bead positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only nearest neighbor interactions are included in model studies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. SIMULATION METHODS

A. Monte Carlo simulation

Equilibrium MC simulations are performed in the canonical ensemble (constant temperature, constant volume, and constant number of particles). The MC procedure is as follows. First, an initial configuration is generated from a self-avoiding random walk. Then, chain monomers (beads) are moved via the ‘translate-jiggle’ algorithm of Dickman and Hall in which the beads along the chain are chosen sequentially and subjected to a move if a random number is greater than a predetermined fraction (e.g. 50%). When a bead is subjected to a move, it undergoes a small independent random displacement in which the bond vector joining the chosen bead and its neighbor is normalized so that the bond length is unchanged. After the move, the rest of the chain is translated so as to reconnect the chain. The Metropolis algorithm is used to determine whether or not to accept the move. The step size of a moving bead and the fraction of beads allowed to move are chosen to be between 0.3–0.5 lengths. The chosen bead and its neighbor is normalized so that the bond vector joining the chosen bead and its neighbor is normalized so that the bond length is unchanged. After the move, the rest of the chain is translated so as to reconnect the chain. The Metropolis algorithm is used to determine whether or not to accept this move. The step size of a moving bead and the fraction of beads allowed to move are chosen to be between 0.3–0.5 and 10%–50%, respectively, so that the acceptance rate of each move is around 1%–10%.

During the simulation, the statistical averages of the mean-squared radius of gyration $R^2_g$, reduced internal energy $E^*$ and the reduced heat capacity $C^*_v$ are calculated from the following equations:

$$R^2_g = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ (x_i - x_c)^2 + (y_i - y_c)^2 + (z_i - z_c)^2 \right],$$

$$E^* = \frac{\langle E \rangle_{cf}}{\epsilon},$$

$$C^*_v = C_v / k_B = \beta^2 [\langle E^2 \rangle_{cf} - \langle E \rangle_{cf}^2].$$

where $\langle \rangle_{cf}$ denotes the configurational average, $N$ is the chain length, $x_i$, $y_i$, and $z_i$ are the coordinates for bead $i$ and $x_c$, $y_c$, and $z_c$ are the center of mass coordinates for the chain, $E$ denotes the internal energy, $\beta = 1/k_B T$, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ is the temperature. Five independent runs of lengths ranging from 10^6 to 10^11 Monte Carlo steps are conducted to obtain a 95% confidence limit for averages. The simulation code has been tested against Taylor’s exact results for the internal energy, heat capacity, and radius of gyration of an isolated square-well tetramer.

B. Discontinuous molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics simulation algorithms for chains interacting with discontinuous potentials such as hard-sphere and square-well potentials are different from those for chains interacting with soft potentials such as LJ interactions. Unlike soft potentials, discontinuous potentials only exert forces when particles collide. The binary collision dynamics for discontinuous potentials can be solved exactly. Thus, the DMD algorithm involves searching for the next collision time and collision pair, moving all beads for the duration of the collision time, and then calculating the velocity changes of the colliding pair.

Molecular dynamics simulations are often performed in a microcanonical ensemble, that is, an ensemble containing a constant number of particles, constant total energy, and constant volume. The details of the use of the DMD algorithm for the case of a square-well chain in a microcanonical ensemble can be found in earlier work. In a constant energy ensemble, however, a short isolated chain is not an ergodic system at low energies because the chain can be trapped permanently in a low-energy configuration if its kinetic energy is not high enough to overcome the energy barrier. This problem may be remedied by placing the isolated chain in a constant-temperature bath. The collision between the bath particles and the chain can help the chain to get out of low energy traps. For this reason, we simulate the isolated square-well chain in a ‘canonical’ ensemble, that is, an ensemble with constant number of particles, $N$, and constant temperature, $T$; for an isolated homopolymer, there is no volume constraint.

Current constant-temperature MD techniques include velocity-scaling, stochastic collision methods, constraint methods, extended system methods, and various hybrid MC methods. The Andersen stochastic collision method is best suited for the present case. In the Andersen method, an isolated chain is immersed in a constant temperature bath of imaginary (ghost) particles, a system that can be easily handled by DMD techniques. To our knowledge, this is the first application of the Andersen method to DMD simulations.

The basic idea of the Andersen method is that particles experience random collisions with imaginary heat-bath particles (ghost particles) which do not appear explicitly in simulations. The Andersen method can be incorporated into DMD techniques by introducing a new type of collision—the “bead-ghost” collision—in addition to core, bond, and square-well collisions. The “collision free” time for a particle satisfies an exponential distribution. Thus, the time at which a “bead-ghost” collision occurs is calculated from an exponential-distribution-random-number generator. The probability of a collision is

$$P(t) = \nu e^{-\nu t},$$

where $t$ is the time since the previous ghost or real collision and $\nu$ is the mean bead-ghost collision rate. Most bead-ghost collisions occur at $t < 1/\nu$.

Assuming that the ghost heat-bath particles are hard-spheres which have the same size and mass as the polymer bead, we can calculate the mean collision rate $\nu$ with a given bead from the kinetic theory of gases

$$\nu = n_g \sigma^2 \sqrt{16 \pi k_B T / m},$$

where $n_g$ is the number density of ghost particles and $m$ is the mass of ghost particles or polymer beads. Equation (8) is based on the assumption that each polymer bead is connected to its own heat bath. For a single chain in a real solvent, the bead-solvent particle collision rate $\nu$ is different for each bead. For example, the bead-solvent collision rate for the middle bead of a trimer is expected to be smaller than that for the two end beads because the end beads shield the middle bead. However, assigning different collision rates to
each bead does not alter the equilibrium results though it is expected to change the kinetics. Thus, we use the same bead-ghost particle collision rate \( \nu \) for all beads in this paper. The value of the bead-ghost particle collision rate \( \nu \) also does not affect the equilibrium results.\(^67\) It only changes the rate at which the polymer beads explore configurational space and reach equilibrium. For dynamic properties, if a collision rate is too high, the simulation generates exponentially decaying single-particle time correlation functions\(^75\) but otherwise ghost collisions have only a small effect on time correlations.\(^76\) In general, we find that reduced ghost densities, \( n_\nu = n_\nu \sigma^3 \), ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 yield a number of ghost collisions that is 1%–10% of the total number of collisions; this is adequate to generate a highly accurate constant-temperature trajectory. The relative differences between the average temperatures among independent runs are less than 1%. The fluctuation of temperatures (kinetic energy, \( KE \)) also accurately reproduces the kinetic contribution to the heat-capacity (ideal heat capacity), i.e., \( C_v = \langle KE \rangle / \Delta T = \langle (KE)^2 \rangle - \langle KE \rangle^2 \rangle / k_B T^2 = 3 N k_B / 2 \), where \( \langle KE \rangle = 3 N k_B T / 2 \). [It should be noted that the heat-capacity \( C_v \) reported in this paper is the excess heat-capacity over the ideal term \( C_v ^{\text{id}} \): that is, \( C_v = C_v ^{\text{id}} - 3 N k_B / 2 \), where \( C_v ^{\text{id}} = \partial \langle KE \rangle / \partial T \) and \( \langle KE \rangle \rangle \partial T / \partial T \) with \( L \), the average internal (potential) energy and \( \langle E_T \rangle \), the average total energy.]

In a constant-temperature DMD simulation, the ghost particles mimic real solvent particles. The randomly-generated bead-ghost collision time for each bead based on Eq. (7) is recalculated only if the velocity of that bead is changed due to collision (core, bond, wall or ghost collision). If a bead-ghost collision occurs, the velocity of the bead that collides with a ghost particle is chosen afresh from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the simulated temperature. Thus, the constant-temperature DMD algorithm differs from the constant-energy DMD algorithm\(^40-43,45\) only in the addition of a new collision type: the bead-ghost particle collision.

Various time-saving techniques that are used in the constant-energy DMD algorithm\(^43\) can also be applied to the constant-temperature algorithm. These include the single-event time list,\(^65\) the neighbor list,\(^77\) the link list,\(^78\) the binary tree minimum-time search,\(^42\) and the delayed position update.\(^79\) The single-event time list is found to be very useful for an isolated short chain (\( N\leq100 \)). In the single-event time list,\(^65\) the times of the soonest-to-occur collision for each particle are stored. As a result, only the collision times of beads involving the last colliding pair needs be updated. We find that for an isolated square-well 64mer the computing time is reduced by a factor of 10 by the use of the single-event time list. The other techniques are not used in this work because they are suitable only for systems of 300 or more particles.\(^43\)

Representative thermodynamic quantities for an isolated chain are the average internal energy and heat capacity. In the DMD simulation, the reduced internal energy \( E^* \) and the average squared internal energy \( \langle E^2 \rangle_t \) can be obtained by taking time averages over the equilibrium trajectory\(^65\)

\[
E^* = \langle E \rangle / T = \frac{1}{t_{eq}} \int_0^{t_{eq}} E(t) dt, \quad (9)
\]

\[
\langle E^2 \rangle_t = \frac{1}{t_{eq}} \int_0^{t_{eq}} E^2(t) dt = \sum \frac{E_i^2 t_i}{\sum t_i}, \quad (10)
\]

where \( t_{eq} \) is the equilibrium simulation time (\( = \sum t_i \)), the summation is over all collisions after equilibration, \( E_i \) and \( t_i \) are the internal energy of the system and the time between the \((i-1)\)th collision and the \(i\)th collision, respectively. The replacement of the integrals in Eqs. (9) and (10) by summations is exact because the internal energy of an isolated chain does not change between collisions. In a constant-temperature simulation, the constant-volume heat capacity can be obtained either from the temperature derivative of the energy or from the fluctuation in the internal energy,\(^64\) i.e.,

\[
C_v^* = \frac{1}{k_B} \frac{\partial \langle E \rangle_t}{\partial T} = \frac{\langle (E^2)_{t} \rangle - \langle E \rangle_{t}^2}{k_B T^2}. \quad (11)
\]

Unlike \( C_v \) and \( E \), the squared radius of gyration varies between collisions. To save computing time, the squared radius of gyration is calculated via the configurational average [Eq. (4)] rather than the time average; a configuration from the DMD simulation is sampled every 100 or 1000 collisions.

The partition function \( Z \) can also be obtained via DMD simulations. Since square-well chain models have discrete energy levels, the partition function \( Z \) can be expressed as sum over all energy levels as follows\(^64\)

\[
Z = \sum g_k e^{-\beta E_k}, \quad (12)
\]

where \( E_k \) and \( g_k \) are the energy and degeneracy factor for the energy level \( k \), respectively. The degeneracy factor \( g_k \) is the sum of contributions from the various configurations that have the same energy. The contribution of each configuration depends on the volume of configurational space in which the chain is free to move without changing its energy. The partition function \( Z \) can be calculated for any temperature if the temperature-independent degeneracy factors \( g_k \) are known. If all energy levels have statistically significant populations at one temperature, it is possible to extract \( g_k \) from the probability distribution in simulation runs at that temperature.\(^80\)

For chains with more than 5 beads, simulations at one temperature do not adequately sample all states. Thus, the weighted histogram method\(^52\) was used to extract \( g_k \) from simulations at several temperatures. In this work, the Ferrenberg-Swendsen equation for the weighted histogram method is modified slightly in that the equation is based on a normalized population rather than on an unnormalized one. The details can be found in the Appendix.

Once the partition function is known, thermodynamic quantities can be calculated from the relations\(^64\)

\[
A^* = -T^* \ln Z, \quad (13)
\]

\[
E^* = (T^*)^2 \frac{\partial \ln Z}{\partial T^*}, \quad (14)
\]
where \( T^* = k_B T / \varepsilon \) is the reduced temperature and \( A^* = A / \varepsilon \) is the reduced Helmholtz free energy.

Another important quantity is the bead-bead rms relative distance fluctuation, given by

\[
\Delta_B = \frac{2}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i<j} \sqrt{\langle (r_{ij})_{cl}^2 - (r_{ij})_{eq}^2 \rangle / \langle r_{ij} \rangle_{cl}^2},
\]

where \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between beads \( i \) and \( j \). For a homopolymer, \( \Delta_B \) as defined above contains a negligible contribution from bonded beads (~2 \( \delta / N \approx 0.003 \)). The rms bead-bead distance fluctuation \( \Delta_B \) is used to characterize the liquid-solid-like transition in clusters or other systems without crystallite order. It is related to a disorder parameter \( \Delta_L \) which compares the atomic vibrational amplitude \( \langle \Delta r_i^2 \rangle^{1/2} \) with the lattice constant \( a \) of a crystal. According to Lindemann’s rule, there is a critical value of \( \Delta_L \) above which a solid melts into a liquid since the vibrational amplitude can no longer increase without damaging the solid lattice. This critical value of \( \Delta_L \) for simple infinite solids and finite clusters is found to be 0.1–0.15 for a wide range of substances with various interaction potentials and crystal structures. It has been shown that the critical ratio for the distance fluctuation \( \Delta_B \) is also around 0.1 for LJ clusters.

Application of Lindemann’s rule to a finite irregular system requires evaluation of

\[
\Delta_L = \left( \sum \Delta_{L_i}^2 / M \right)^{1/2},
\]

where \( a = \alpha_i \), the near neighbor distance, \( r_i \) is the position of bead \( i \), \( \langle \Delta r_i^2 \rangle \) is the mean-squared fluctuation, and \( \Delta_{L_i} \) is the Lindemann disorder parameter for an individual bead. In the calculation of \( \langle \Delta r_i^2 \rangle \), the translations and rotations of all configurations respect to the first configuration are removed by shifting the center of mass coordinates to the origin and minimizing the root mean-squared deviation through finite rotations. The disorder parameter \( \Delta_L \) for the whole chain or a part of chain is obtained from the root-mean-squared average of \( \Delta_{L_i} \) over the chosen \( M \) beads.

The radial and bond-angle distribution functions are important indicators of the intramolecular structure of a chain. The radial and bond-angle distribution functions are calculated via a simple histogram method.

The initial configurations of the DMD simulations are obtained from self-avoiding random walks and the initial velocities are obtained from random numbers generated from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the simulation temperature. The equilibrium results are obtained from five independent runs (different initial configurations and velocities) which last from 6 million to 1 billion collisions depending on the temperature and chain length. The first half of the collisions (equilibration) are discarded. We increase the total number of collisions until the range of the 95% confidence limit on the heat capacities based on five independent runs (student-T test) is reasonably small or the total number of collisions reaches 1 billion. For low temperature simulations, it is found necessary to anneal the random initial configuration from a high temperature (for example, \( T^* = 1 \)) before performing an equilibrium simulation to avoid the system being trapped in local minima.

**IV. RESULTS**

**A. MC results for chains of fixed-bond lengths**

Figure 1 plots the Monte Carlo results for the normalized squared radius of gyration \( R_s^2(\sigma^2 N) \) as a function of reduced temperature \( T^* = k_B T / \varepsilon \) for isolated square-well chains of different lengths. The exact result for an isolated 4mer (Ref. 15) is shown as a solid line. Error bars are less than the size of the points except as shown; dotted lines are results from spline fit. The Flory Theta-temperature for the infinitely-long square-well chain can be estimated from the position of the intersection of the \( R_s \) curves of the three longest chains (16mers, 32mers, and 64mers) that are simulated. Figure 1 shows \( T_{\Theta}^* \approx 2.5 \). An-
other method for estimating the \( Q \)-temperature is to calculate the temperature at which \( \lim_{N \to \infty} \ln(R_g^2) \) versus \( \ln(N) \) should approach 1 for long chains. Figure 2 shows the average slopes of \( \ln(R_g^2) \) versus \( \ln(N) \) over chain lengths ranging from \( N = 16 \) to \( N = 64 \) at different temperatures. According to this criterion, the \( Q \)-temperature is again around 2.5. More accurate assessment of the \( Q \)-temperature requires data on the radius of gyration for longer chains. The \( Q \)-temperature estimated here is in close agreement with the value of \( T_Q^* \) determined from the temperature at which the second virial coefficient of square-well chains is zero. Based on the data for the radius of gyration alone, it appears that the homopolymer transition at \( T_Q^* \approx 2.5 \) is a well-defined single-stage collapse process and that there are no transitions below that temperature.

The heat capacity results for the isolated square-well chains show a much richer and more complex transition pattern than the radius of gyration curves. Figure 3 plots the reduced heat capacity per bead, \( C_v^*/N \), as a function of the reduced temperature \( T^* \). \( C_v^* \) is evaluated using the fluctuation equation here [Eq. (6)]; \( C_v^* \) determined from \( \frac{\partial E^1}{\partial T^*} \) is essentially the same. Again, the MC simulation results for the heat capacity of an isolated 4mer agree with Taylor’s exact results, exhibiting a well-defined single peak. However, as the chain length increases, this peak flattens out for 5mers and then splits into two peaks for 6mers. The two peaks shown in the \( C_v \) versus \( T^* \) curve for 6mers clearly signal the existence of two equilibrium transitions. As the chain length increases further, the high-temperature peak flattens out into a plateau at \( C_v^*/N \approx 1.25 \) for chain lengths of 7, 8, 12, 16, 32; the position of the plateau is at a higher temperature for longer chains. Similar chain-length dependence is also observed for the temperature location of collapse transition as indicated by the \( R_g^2 \) curves. As the chain length increases to \( N = 64 \), the plateau again becomes a peak centered at \( T^* = 1.5 \). The low-temperature peak, on the other hand, persists as chain length increases. Since the low temperature peak is the heat capacity maximum, comparison of Figs. 3 and 1 indicates that at least for 6mer, 7mer, 8mer and 12mer, the heat capacity maximum does not signal polymer collapse since the radii of gyration do not vary significantly with \( T^* \) around the transition temperature. At the chain length of 12, there is an additional peak centered at \( T^* = 0.27 \), suggesting that an isolated 12mer experiences three transitions. Similar behavior is also found for the 16mer; its heat capacity has two plateau values at temperatures higher than the heat-capacity-maximum temperature.

To take a closer look at the transition behavior for short chains, we examine the transition of an isolated 6mer in de-


B. DMD Results for chains with flexible bond lengths ($\lambda = 1.5$)

1. Trimer

The DMD code can be tested against the exact results for an isolated flexibly-bonded square-well trimer. In Fig. 5, the reduced time-averaged internal energy $E^* = (\langle E \rangle / \epsilon)$ per bead, the reduced heat capacity $C_v^* = C_v / k_B$ per bead, and the reduced configurationally-averaged squared radius of gyration $R_g^2 / \sigma^2$ per bead for an isolated freely-jointed square-well trimer are plotted as a function of reduced temperature $T^* = (k_B T / \epsilon)$. Exact results for the flexibility parameter $\delta = 0.1$ (Ref. 98) and $\delta = 0$ (Ref. 15) (the rigid-bond-length chain limit) are shown as solid line and dashed line, respectively. The constant-temperature DMD simulation is conducted at $\delta = 0.1$ (filled circles). The square-well diameter $\lambda \sigma = 1.5 \sigma$. Error bars are smaller than the size of points except as shown.

For chains with lengths of 16, 32 and 64, the MC simulations at low temperatures do not converge sufficiently within a reasonable computational time. This is because the "translate-jiggle" moving algorithm, like many others, is unable to handle compact high-density chain configurations. Although other MC moving algorithms such as the reptation method, the continuum-configurational-bias method and the concerted-rotation method might improve the sampling efficiency for low-temperature compact configurations, we use the DMD technique to obtain converged results in this work.

FIG. 4. MC results for reduced internal energy ($E^* = \langle E \rangle / \epsilon$) and reduced heat capacity per segment as a function of reduced temperature for an isolated square-well 6mer; dotted and dashed lines are results from spline fit.

FIG. 5. The reduced time-averaged internal energy $E^* = \langle E \rangle / \epsilon$ per bead, the reduced heat capacity $C_v^* = C_v / k_B$ per bead, and the reduced configurationally-averaged squared radius of gyration $R_g^2 / \sigma^2$ per bead for an isolated freely-jointed square-well trimer are plotted as a function of reduced temperature $T^* = (k_B T / \epsilon)$. Exact results for the flexibility parameter $\delta = 0.1$ (Ref. 98) and $\delta = 0$ (Ref. 15) (the rigid-bond-length chain limit) are shown as solid line and dashed line, respectively. The constant-temperature DMD simulation is conducted at $\delta = 0.1$ (filled circles). The square-well diameter $\lambda \sigma = 1.5 \sigma$. Error bars are smaller than the size of points except as shown.

The DMD code can be tested against the exact results for an isolated flexibly-bonded square-well trimer. In Fig. 5, the reduced time-averaged internal energy $E^*$ per bead, the reduced heat capacity $C_v^*$ per bead, and the reduced configurationally-averaged squared radius gyration $R_g^2 / \sigma^2$ per bead for an isolated trimer with bond-length flexibility parameter $\delta = 0.1$ and square-well diameter $\lambda \sigma = 1.5 \sigma$ are plotted as a function of reduced temperature $T^*$. The constant-temperature DMD simulation results (denoted by filled circles) are in perfect agreement with the exact results for the thermodynamic properties $E^*$ and $C_v^*$ (denoted by solid lines).

There is slight difference, however, between the simulation results and the exact results for the radius of gyration (Fig. 5). The simulation results for the radius of gyration are slightly larger than the exact results at low temperature and are very slightly smaller than the exact results at high temperature. We attribute this small discrepancy to biased configuration sampling. The configurations, which were sampled from simulations every 100 or 1000 collisions (see Sec. III B), are at a position where a collision has occurred because that determines the steps of a DMD simulation. This configurational bias will lead to an overestimation of $R_g$ at low temperatures and an underestimation at high temperatures.
tures because of inclusions of too many configurations of beads at the boundary of the square-well interaction. Such bias is most severe for a trimer because one or two out of the three beads have collided. To verify this bias, we modified the program in that polymer beads are allowed to move over a random time interval that is less than the next collision time before the configuration is selected for the average. With this modification, we find that the agreement for the radius of gyration between the simulation results and the exact results improves. However, we do not employ this modification to save computing time. The bias introduced is very small for the trimers and is expected to be even smaller for longer chains.

To illustrate the difference between the trimer with fixed bond lengths and the trimer with flexible bond lengths, we also plot the exact result\(^\text{15}\) for a chain with a fixed bond length (denoted as dashed line) in Fig. 5. It shows that the difference of the \(R_g^2\) and thermodynamic results between the two chain models is small but detectable in an isolated trimer.\(^\text{98}\)

### 2. Octamer (8mer)

The thermodynamic properties and radius of gyration for an isolated square-well 8mer are shown as a function of reduced temperature in Fig. 6. The MC simulation results (\(\delta=0\), denoted as open circles) are compared with the constant-temperature DMD results (\(\delta=0.1\), denoted as filled circles). The MC and MD results have the same qualitative features for all quantities investigated although there are quantitative differences at low temperature. The internal energy and radius of gyration for the flexibly-bonded chain (DMD results) are slightly smaller than the results for the rigidly-bonded chain (MC results) at low temperature. These energy and size reductions are caused by the ability of a flexibly-bonded chain to reach a lower energy level than the rigidly-bonded model since neighboring beads in a flexibly-bonded chain experience smaller hard cores than those in a rigidly-bonded chain. As temperature decreases, the reduced internal energy (or the negative of the average number of square-well overlaps) approaches \(-17\) for the rigidly-bonded chain but approaches \(-18\) for the flexibly-bonded chain with \(\delta=0.1\). (For an even larger \(\delta\), the absolute value of the internal energy of a flexibly-bonded chain could reach 21, the maximum number of allowable square-well overlaps for an 8mer.) At high temperature, the internal energy and radius of gyration seem to be independent of bond flexibility. Evidently, the tendency of flexibly-bonded beads to be further apart at high temperature,\(^\text{98}\) is essentially cancelled by the ability of the flexibly-bonded chain to reach a lower energy level than can the rigidly-bonded chain.

The heat-capacities for the flexibly-bonded and rigidly-bonded 8mers are similar at high temperatures but the flexibly-bonded chain has a stronger low-temperature peak than the rigidly-bonded chain. The stronger peak is caused by the ability of the flexibly-bonded chain to reach a lower energy than the rigidly-bonded chain. The heat-capacity of the isolated flexibly-bonded 8mer has a peak at \(T^*\approx 0.22\) and a plateau at \(T^*\approx 0.6\). The plateau temperatures for the flexibly-bonded and rigidly-bonded chains are the same but the heat-capacity-vs-temperature peak for the flexibly-bonded model is at a higher temperature than the peak for the rigidly-bonded model. In both the MC and DMD results, the heat-capacity peak corresponds to a temperature range in which the radius of gyration is nearly constant. This suggests that the heat-capacity peak does not signal a polymer collapse transition.\(^\text{99,100}\) The plateau is the more likely candidate for the collapse transition which is characterized by a sudden reduction of the chain size. Figure 6 also suggests that the two transitions (represented by the plateau and the peak) for a square-well 8mer get closer together as the bond flexibility parameter \(\delta\) changes from 0 to 0.1.

### 3. 16mer

The equilibrium results for an isolated 16mer are shown in Fig. 7. Unlike the isolated 8mer, MC simulation is unable to provide accurate low-temperature data within a reasonable computing time. As was the case for 8mers, bond-length flexibility has little or no effect on thermodynamic properties at high temperature. At low temperature, the internal energy...
and radius of gyration for a flexibly-bonded chain are slightly lower than those for a rigidly-bonded chain based on the available data. For an isolated square-well 16mer, two plateaus appear on both the MC and DMD heat-capacity-vs-temperature curves; one at $T^* \approx 1$ and the other at $T^* \approx 0.4$. As temperature decreases further, the heat-capacity reaches a maximum at $T^* = 0.18$. Again, this maximum appears to signal a reorganization transition since the radius-of-gyration change is small. The heat-capacity data suggest that the square-well 16mer has three equilibrium transitions. The first transition starting at high temperature corresponds to the collapse transition at $T^* = 1$ which is characterized by a sudden reduction of the polymer chain dimension, while the second and third (at $T^* = 0.4$ and 0.18, respectively) are reorganization transitions that allow the chain to reach a lower energy level. Three transitions are also seen for rigidly-bonded 12mers (Fig. 3).

4. 32mer

Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of the equilibrium properties for an isolated 32mer. The MC and MD results for the heat capacity and internal energy agree with each other very well from $T^* = 0.45$ to $T^* = 5$; no MC calculations were made below $T^* = 0.45$. A $C_v$ plateau at $T^* = 1.3$ signals a collapse transition. As the temperature is lowered further, there is a strong transition at $T^* = 0.27$. For $T^* = 0.24–0.27$, different runs with different random initial configurations at the same temperature yield two distinct equilibrium states. In most cases, the two states are stable over 250 million equilibrium collisions while in certain runs, the system oscillates from one state to the other. One of the two states is liquid-like because it has a high internal energy and high $\Delta_B$ ($\sim 0.2$) while the other one is solid-like with a lower internal energy and low $\Delta_B$ ($< 0.1$). Thus, we have a two-state liquid-to-solid transition occurring over a wide temperature range, a typical phenomenon for a small finite system (e.g. LJ clusters).

5. 64mer

The equilibrium results for 64mers are shown in Fig. 9. Again, the sigmoidal shape of the $R_g^2$ vs temperature curve indicates the presence of the well-known collapse transition. The collapse transition is also indicated by a heat-capacity vs temperature peak at $T^* = 1.5$, a very weak peak (or plateau) in MD results and a stronger peak in MC results. As the temperature decreases further, the squared radius of gyration, which becomes nearly a constant ($\approx 0.05 N^2$), gives no indication of any other transitions. However, a first-order transition is evident from the appearance of a “discontinuity” in internal energy at $T^* \approx 0.33$. This “discontinuity” $[E^*(T^* = 0.34) - E^*(T^* = 0.32)] \approx 0.5 N$ is accompanied...
by large ("infinite") value of the heat capacity 

\[ C_v^* \approx 30N \] at 

\[ T^* = 0.33 \] and 0.34 in certain runs). At lower temperature, there appears to be another transition.

The first-order transition in an isolated 64mer is further verified by the appearance of the free-energy barrier at 

\[ T^* = 0.336 \] between two energy levels, which we shall call A (\( E_A^* = -287e \)) and B (\( E_B^* = -318e \)) (Fig. 10). [The conformational free-energy shown in Fig. 10 is obtained via the weighted histogram method; see Eq. (A5) in the Appendix.] The energy difference between the energies of A and B, 31e, explains the observed energy "discontinuity" 

\[ E^*(T^* = 0.34) - E^*(T^* = 0.32) \approx 0.5N. \] The energy barrier between low-energy state B and transition state C, \( E_C - E_B^* \), is 17e. Snapshots of the structures for energy levels A and B (Fig. 11) suggest that the latter has a hexagonal-like symmetry while the former is more disordered. Structure C appears to be somewhat elongated and more disordered than either A or B. The radii of gyration \( R_g^2 \) for the energy levels A and B are calculated during one simulation at 

\[ T^* = 0.33. \] \( R_g^2/\sigma^2 \) for the energy level A is 3.514 (averaging over 5 million configurations) and \( R_g^2/\sigma^2 \) for the energy level B is 3.556 (averaging over 18 million configurations); thus, \( (R_g^2)_A - (R_g^2)_B \) is only 0.04\( \sigma^2 \). This is why the radius of gyration data does not provide strong evidence for the existence of the first-order transition (Fig. 9). In Fig. 12, the instantaneous internal energy is plotted as a function of number of collisions (time) at 

\[ T^* = 0.33. \] The figure shows that near the transition tempera-

![FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6 except for an isolated 64mer. The solid line is obtained from the weighted histogram method (see the Appendix).](image)

![FIG. 10. Reduced conformational free energy (\(-A_e^*/T^*\)) as a function of conformational energy of individual energy state \( k \) (obtained via weighted histogram method, see Appendix) at \( T^* = 0.336 \). The energy state B (\( E_B^*/e = -318 \)) and the energy state A (\( E_A^*/e = -287 \)) are separated by a free-energy barrier. The energy of the transition state C, \( E_C/e \), is \(-301 \).](image)
observed except that $D_L$ is somewhat larger for all values of the distance from the center; e.g. for a distance less than $1.4\sigma$, $D_L=0.12$. This suggests the critical value for Linde- mann’s rule is $~0.12$ for the liquid-to-solid transition in the interior of the 64mer. This critical value is in good agreement with $0.125$ found for a hard-sphere solid.$^{102}$

Figure 15 shows the bead-bead radial distribution function and running coordination number (defined to be the integral of the distribution function over the distance) from five independent runs for an isolated 64mer at various reduced temperatures. The radial distribution function is nonzero starting from $r/\sigma=1-\delta=0.9$. The bead connectivity produces peaks near $r/\sigma=1$, 2, and 3 while the square-well potential between nonbonded beads yields a discontinuity at $r/\sigma=1.5$. At $T^*=3.80$, the running coordination number is around 2 for the first peak at $r/\sigma$ between 0.9 and 1.1. This simply states the fact that each bead is bonded with its two neighbors. Beyond the first peak, the radial distribution function has only two weak peaks located at $r/\sigma=1.5$ and 2.0 which signal the presence of bead-bead attraction and bead connectivity, respectively. Below the collapse transition

FIG. 11. A snapshot of the structure for energy level A, C and B as labeled. The structure on the top shows the actual packing of the structure A. All other structures are shown in a cross-eyed stereo plot where the bead diameter is smaller than the actual diameter for a clear view.

FIG. 12. The instantaneous number of square-well overlaps as a function of time (expressed in term of millions of collisions) for an isolated 64mer at $T^*=0.33$.

FIG. 13. The relative rms bead-bead distance fluctuation $\Delta_B$ as a function of reduced temperature for an isolated square-well 64mer calculated via DMD simulations. Dashed lines serve only as a guide for the eye.
(T* = 1.5), the overall structures of the radial distribution functions at T* = 1.0 and 0.35 are similar to the high-temperature (T* = 3.8) structure but the former have more pronounced peaks at r/σ = 1.5 and 2.0. At T* = 0.35, which is above the liquid-solid transition temperature 0.336, the number of nearest neighbors (including the bonded beads) reaches 6. For the solid phases at T* = 0.32 and 0.20, the radial distribution function exhibits many more peaks than those for T* > 0.33. The multiple peaks in solid structures indicate that the motion of the beads is dominated by the vibrational motion. Based on the values of the running coordination number for solid structures, each bead is surrounded by 6 beads in the first layer (r/σ ~ 1.3) and another 6 beads in the second layer (r/σ ~ 1.7).

The bond-angle distribution functions at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 16. At high temperature, the distribution is relatively featureless. For structures at T* = 1.0 and 0.35 (below the collapse transition), there are two peaks at around 65° and 90°, respectively. This indicates that there is some structure in the liquid-like homopolymer phase. For the solid phases at T* = 0.32 and 0.20, additional peaks appear around 120°, 135°, and 175°. The first two angles signal hexagon-lattice and square-lattice symmetries, respectively. The near-linear 175° bond angle also indicates a highly compact lattice structure.

A typical solid structure of a 64mer at T* = 0.32 (right below the transition) is shown in Fig. 17. The structure of an isolated 64mer is a rather well-ordered 3-dimensional lattice which mixes hexagonal and cubic lattice symmetry. This mixing occurs because there is an accidental degeneracy for λ = 1.5 with beads arranged in a square having the same energy as beads arranged in a hexagon. As the temperature is decreased below 0.2, this simple lattice structure undergoes a continuous polymorphic solid-solid transition (Fig. 9) into a more-spherically-shaped structure which has less symmetry but a lower energy (Fig. 18). This polymorphic transition may be categorized as a displacive polymorphic transition,\(^{103}\) in which the low-temperature structure is more ordered (with a lower entropy) but has lower symmetry than the high-temperature structure.

---

**FIG. 14.** The individual Lindemann disorder parameter ΔL_i as a function of the distance of bead i from the center of mass.

**FIG. 15.** The radial distribution functions and running coordination numbers obtained from five independent runs at various reduced temperatures for an isolated 64mer. The dashed lines are running coordination numbers.

**FIG. 16.** The bond angle distribution functions obtained from five independent runs at various reduced temperatures for an isolated 64mer.
The chain-length dependence of the simulation results can be summarized as follows. As the chain length increases, the number of transitions increases from one for the 3mer, 4mer and 5mer, to two for the 6mer, 7mer, and 8mer, and to three for the 12mer, 16mer, and 64mer. Although the 32mer only exhibits two transitions, a third transition could occur at $T^* = 0.24$, the lowest temperature investigated here. As chain length increases from 32 to 64, the temperature at which the liquid-to-solid transition occurs increases, along with the strength of the transition. Meanwhile, the temperature range over which two states coexist becomes narrower, in accord with the fact that the temperature range is expected to approach zero for a chain composed of an infinite number of particles.

C. DMD results for $\lambda = 1.3$ (64mer)

It is of interest to know how a change in the square-well diameter affects the transition behavior of a square-well chain. In Figure 19, the DMD results for radius of gyration, heat-capacity, and internal energy of an isolated 64mer at $\lambda = 1.3$ are compared with those at $\lambda = 1.5$. As the figure shows, the internal energy at $\lambda = 1.3$ is always higher than that at $\lambda = 1.5$ because of the lower overall attraction in the former model. As has been observed for short chains, a shorter-ranged attraction leads to a stronger gas-to-liquid-like collapse transition at a lower temperature. However, it is somewhat surprising that the low-temperature transition weakens from a unimodal energy distribution (first-order-like; see Fig. 10) at $\lambda = 1.5$ to a bimodal distribution at $\lambda = 1.3$ (not shown). A weaker low-temperature transition is also reflected in the rms bead-bead distance fluctuation $\Delta_B$ curve (open circles) shown in Fig. 13; the quantity $\Delta_B$ gradually passes the critical value of 0.1 at $T^* < 0.25$ rather than suddenly, as is the case of $\lambda = 1.5$ at $T^* = 0.33$. Despite the significant difference in the transition strength at low temperatures, the values of the radii of gyration for $\lambda = 1.5$ and 1.3 are nearly the same around $T^* \approx 0.35$. This suggests that the range of attraction (not just packing) is crucial for a strong transition to a solid in a finite system. The relatively-fixed liquid-to-solid transition temperature and the decrease of the gas-to-liquid transition temperature with decreasing $\lambda$ suggest that the two transitions might combine into one if the square-well diameter were to decrease further.

To see if there is a difference between the low-temperature solid-like structures of the 64mer with $\lambda = 1.5$ and those of the 64mer with $\lambda = 1.3$, the comparison between the radial distribution and angle distribution functions at $T^* = 0.2$ is made in Fig. 20. The number of peaks in the radial distribution for $\lambda = 1.3$ is less than the distribution function for $\lambda = 1.5$. This suggests that at $T^* = 0.2$, the 64mer for $\lambda = 1.3$ is less “solid”-like than the 64mer with $\lambda = 1.5$, even though $\Delta_B < 0.1$ for both cases. The running coordination for $\lambda = 1.3$ is 5 for the first and second peaks, which is smaller than 6 for $\lambda = 1.5$. The angle distribution further shows significant structural differences. The bond angles of the 64mer with $\lambda = 1.5$ have a large probability to be at 90° while the probability of the 64mer with $\lambda = 1.3$...
having a 90° bond angle is nearly zero. This is because 90° bond-angle yields a square-well overlap when $\lambda = 1.5$ but not when $\lambda = 1.3$.

D. Square-well cluster of 64 square-well beads

The mean-squared radius of gyration, the heat-capacity and internal energy for a square-well cluster composed of 64 beads are compared in Fig. 21 with results for a 64mer square-well chain having the same square-well diameter $\lambda = 1.5$. The chain and the cluster have similar values of the radius of gyration at temperatures below $T^* = 0.8$. For $T^* > 0.8$, both models experience a sudden increase in the radius but the increase in the cluster size is much stronger since the cluster experiences no bond constraints. (The sudden increase in $R_g^2$ for chains is not visible in this figure because of the scale; readers are referred to Fig. 9 instead.) The absence of “bond” constraints in a cluster also leads to stronger gas-liquid and liquid-solid transitions at lower transition temperatures. From the chain to the cluster, the gas-liquid-like transition temperature decreases from $T^* = 1.5$ to $T^* = 1.25$ and the liquid-solid transition temperature decreases from 0.336 to 0.28. Since there are fewer constraints, a lower temperature is required to induce transitions. The overall transition patterns of an isolated cluster and chain are similar even though the bond constraint in the chain significantly weakens the gas-to-liquid like collapse transition.

The solid structure of the cluster is remarkably similar to that of a SW chain. Figure 22 shows that the running coordination numbers for the two systems are the same and the radial distribution of the cluster is nearly identical to that of a chain except that the peaks for the cluster are sharper.

The thermodynamic results for the SW cluster are qualitatively similar to those for the LJ cluster. Both exhibit two
transitions that correspond to gas-to-liquid and liquid-to-solid transitions for the bulk phase and both liquid-to-solid-like transitions are first order.\textsuperscript{39}

V. DISCUSSION

The present results show that an isolated square-well homopolymer chain exhibits multiple equilibrium transitions similar to SW and LJ clusters. In contrast, most previous homopolymer simulations\textsuperscript{1,2,4,6,8–10,13,14,19,104–115,99,100,116–120} (except those for relatively esoteric lattice chain models\textsuperscript{17,38,39}) have only found a single transition. This can be explained as follows. The majority of the previous simulations\textsuperscript{1,2,6,9–11,13,19,104,106–108,110–112,116–119} have focused primarily on the chain dimensional quantities, such as the radius of gyration and end-to-end distance. As demonstrated here, they are not good indicators of a liquid-solid-like and/or a polymorphic solid-solid transition since the variation in the radius of gyration for these transitions is very small (e.g., the difference in $R_g$ is $\sim 0.04\sigma^2$ for the liquid-to-solid transition of 64mer). Further, there is a lack of heat-capacity data, which are a sensitive indicator of different transitions, due mainly to the difficulty associated with obtaining converged results.\textsuperscript{48} Most of the existing heat-capacity calculations deal with lattice models.\textsuperscript{8,105,113,115} As we have shown, decreasing the range of the attractive interaction (i.e., the well width) weakens the liquid-solid-like transition. Thus, nearest neighbor interactions in lattice models, which have a well width of zero (or, equivalently, $\lambda = 1$), may have weakened the liquid-to-solid transition so much that it is masked by the collapse transition. In an off-lattice MC simulation of heat-capacities as a function of temperature, Milchev et al.\textsuperscript{5} used a Morse potential whose attraction range is short ($\lambda \approx 1.25$) and did not find a liquid-to-solid transition. Karasawa and Goddard III\textsuperscript{120} calculated the heat-capacity for isolated polymethylene; however, their results are not accurate enough to determine if there is multitransition behavior. Baumgartner obtained heat-capacities for isolated LJ chains\textsuperscript{99,100} which indicated that there was only one transition. He suggested that this transition is a liquid-solid-like transition because the temperature at which the heat-capacity exhibited a maximum was much smaller than the $\Theta$-temperature ($T^* \approx 3.7$) and because the change in the radius of gyration was very small. His suggestion is in accord with our findings. It is interesting to note that his heat capacity results did not show any trace of a collapse transition. This may be caused by the fact that the liquid-to-solid transition masked the collapse transition. Recently, López et al.\textsuperscript{16} found that the J-walking Monte Carlo method yielded a first-order liquid-to-solid like transition with a bimodal distribution of energy for a cluster of 55 LJ atoms while the standard Metropolis MC method generated a weaker transition with a unimodal distribution of energy.\textsuperscript{48} Thus, it is unclear whether the transition found in LJ chains would be changed by use of a different MC algorithm.

The existence of complex-phase behavior for isolated homopolymer chains is supported by several recent light-scattering experiments on poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) that indicate the existence of long-lived kinetic\textsuperscript{26} and equilibrium intermediates.\textsuperscript{28,29} Microcalorimetric measurements of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) also show that these homopolymer transitions can have the “two-state” and “domain” character of cooperative transitions.\textsuperscript{25} More recently, a solid-to-solid polymorphic transition was predicted\textsuperscript{121} for particles interacting with square-well or square-shoulder potentials in two dimensions and observed\textsuperscript{122} in a confined colloid suspension of uncharged polymethylmethacrylate spheres that exhibited first-order liquid-to-hexatic and hexatic-to-“solid” transitions. This suggests that the solid-solid polymorphic transition found here for a SW homopolymer is real. Our recent simulations of heteronuclear 46mers further suggest that the solid-solid polymorphic transition in the interior of the collapsed globule coincides with the liquid-to-solid transition of the whole chain based on Lindemann’s rule.\textsuperscript{123} It is to be noted that a corresponding phase complexity is found for a cluster of 55 LJ atoms which coexist in three phases: liquid, surface-melted solid, and solid at certain temperatures.\textsuperscript{47}

One question about the complex homopolymer phase diagram presented here is whether it is caused by the short range and discontinuous feature of the square-well potential. We cannot give a direct answer because the DMD simulations are required to obtain well converged results for the thermodynamics. However, the physical origins of all the transitions have been identified; they are a gas-to-liquid-like collapse and a liquid-to-solid transitions of the chain interior (Fig. 14) for the first two transitions at high temperatures and, possibly, a freezing transition of the liquid surface\textsuperscript{123} for the low-temperature “polymorphic” transition. In other words, there is no “strange” or unphysical transitions due to the square-well potentials. It is known that the critical phenomena predicted for a fluid composed of particles interacting with a square-well potential\textsuperscript{124} are as realistic as those predicted for a fluid composed of particles interacting with a LJ potential. Moreover, we have shown that the phase behavior of SW clusters is isomorphic with that of LJ clusters.\textsuperscript{38,47} Furthermore, the heat-capacity peak for LJ chains was identified as the liquid-to-solid transition.\textsuperscript{99,100} In other words, a LJ chain has at least two transitions: the collapse and liquid-to-solid transitions even though the former is not strong enough to produce a heat-capacity peak. Thus, it is likely that the phase behavior observed for SW chains is physically meaningful.

To observe a liquid-to-solid transition for an isolated homopolymer in an experiment, the transition temperature should be around room temperature ($T \approx 300$ K). For a 64mer, this requires a square well depth, $\epsilon \equiv k_B T^{\theta}_{\text{trans}}$, to be equal to 1.8 kcal/mol, which is nearly 20 times stronger than 0.1 kcal/mol, the typical well depth for the interaction between methylene groups in vacuum [CHARM (Ref. 125) parameter set 19 (Ref. 126)]. Such a large well-depth would require the use of a homopolymer composed of different monomers, perhaps involving aromatic groups. For a collapse transition at $T^* = 300$ K, however, $\epsilon$ is only required to be 0.2 kcal/mol. Such an interaction strength can be easily achieved by dis-
solving the homopolymer in an unfavorable solvent. This explains why the polymer collapse transition is easier to observe than a polymer disorder-to-order transition.

While it may be difficult to show experimentally that multiple equilibrium states in homopolymers exist, proteins have been found to have a complex phase diagram with denatured states, disordered molten globule states, and unique native states.\textsuperscript{127} That a corresponding thermodynamic complexity is found in homopolymer simulations may suggest that multiple states are an essential property of many macromolecules.

Note added in proof. It is interesting to note that Nelson et al.\textsuperscript{129} have recently made phenylacetylene oligomers that form stable helices involving strong stacking interactions between the aromatic groups. This supports our suggestion that homopolymers involving aromatic interactions could have liquid to solid transitions at room temperature.
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APPENDIX: THE WEIGHTED HISTOGRAM METHOD FOR DMD SIMULATIONS

Consider a system which has \( K \) energy levels each with energy \( E_k, k = 1, 2, \ldots, K \). The probability (normalized population) of state \( k \) at a given simulation temperature \( T_l \), \( P_k(T_l) \), can be obtained from DMD simulations,

\[
P_k(T_l) = \frac{t_k(T_l)}{t_\text{eq}(T_l)},
\]

where \( t_k(T_l) \) is the total time during which the system is in the energy state \( k \) and \( t_\text{eq}(T_l) \) is the total equilibrium simulation time at temperature \( T_l \). Obviously, one has \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} P_k(T_l) = 1 \).

The weighted histogram method is a least-square optimization method to extract the degeneracy factors \( g_k \) from simulations at several temperatures \( (T_l, l = 1, 2, \ldots, L) \) from the formally exact expression

\[
g_k = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{L} P_k(T_l)}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} e^{-\beta_l E_k - f_l}},
\]

where \( \beta_l = 1/k_BT_l \) and \( f_l \) is an optimization parameter, which is related to the Helmholtz free energy at temperature \( T_l \) via \( f_l = -\beta_l A(T_l) \). This equation is a slightly modified version of the original Ferrenberg-Swendsen equation:\textsuperscript{52}

\[
g_k = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{L} t_k(T_l)}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} t_\text{eq}(T_l) e^{-\beta_l E_k - f_l}}.
\]

Equation (A3) is equivalent to Eq. (A2) if the simulation length \( t_\text{eq}(T_l) \) is the same for all temperatures. Equation (A2) is used in this paper since it gives the same weight to the long simulations at low temperature and the short simulations at high temperature. The unknown parameter \( f_l \) in Eq. (A2) can be obtained self-consistently from the equation for the free energy,

\[
f_l = -\beta_l A(T_l) = \ln \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} g_k e^{-\beta_l E_k} \right).
\]
Once $f_l$ is known, the degeneracy factor $g_k$ can be calculated from Eq. (A2). Then, the partition function at any temperature can be calculated from Eq. (12) and all other thermodynamic properties can be obtained from Eqs. (13), (14) and (15). To determine $f_l$ and $g_k$, Eqs. (A2) and (A4) are solved iteratively with energy-population simulation data $P_k(T_l)$ as input. The detailed procedure is as follows. First, an initial guess for $f_l$ is made ($f_l=0$ is used) and $g_k$ is calculated from Eq. (A2). Then, a new improved guess for $f_l$ is obtained from Eq. (A4). The iteration continues until the differences between $f_l$ values from two successive iterations are less than 0.01%. It should be noted that only relative values of $g_k$ are obtained since $g_k$ multiplied by any constant can satisfy both Eqs. (A2) and (A4).

To facilitate the comparison between different energy states, one defines the conformational free energy for energy level $k$,

$$\beta A_k^{\text{conf}} = -\ln (g_k e^{-\beta E_k}) = \beta E_k - \ln g_k. \quad (A5)$$

Since $A = E - TS$, one can also define the conformational entropy for the individual energy level $k$ as

$$S_k^{\text{conf}} = k_B \ln g_k. \quad (A6)$$

Investigation of $A_k^{\text{conf}}$ and $S_k^{\text{conf}}$ as a function of $E_k$ is one of the methods for determining if there is a free energy barrier between energy levels.128 Figure 23 shows the logarithm of the degeneracy factor $g_k$ as a function of $E_k$ for a 64mer with $\lambda = 1.5$. The concave-upward shape of the $\ln g_k$ curve around $E_k = 300e$ indicates a first-order transition;128 i.e., such a $\ln g_k$ dependence combined with $-\beta E_k$ yields a barrier in the free energy [Eq. (A5) and Fig. 10].

6 A. Sikorski, Polymer 34, 1271 (1993).
125 For a finite system, a “discontinuity” reflects a smooth transition in a very narrow temperature range.
130 C. M. Guttman, F. L. McCrackin, and C. C. Han, Macromolecules 15, 1205 (1982).